PROGRAM:   GM-ASEP
PLACE:     GM Classroom

DATE:      October 24, 2013
TIME:      8:00 a.m.

Present:
Chuck Merritt, Speedway Chevrolet
Cliff Hutton
Rich Flores,
Gary Main, Past GM Instructor

College Representatives:
Scott Main, GM-ASEP Instructor
Patrick Koenen, GM STC

Opening and Welcomes
Meeting opened at 8:00 a.m.

Current program status
Scott gave an update of the current classes. 14 students are in the in-class Fall group and 13 in the Coop Fall group. Only a couple of students are looking for an internship. Four to six students in the upcoming winter class will be looking for sponsorships.

Donations
GM donations are better than ever. The GMASEP program just received a:
2013 Corvette
2013 Cadillac ATS
2012 GMC Yukon XL

Entry Level Technician needs (i.e., Lof and light maintenance) C & D Level Technicians
There was a discussion on the need of C & D technicians. The general consensus is that there are enough and all students need to start in the light maintenance area.

Coop requirements
The committee reviewed a new Task document that Scott would like to use and agreed that it should be used in conjunction with the current coop student work log sheet. A new task document will be implemented for Winter quarter 2014.
GM Training requirements for GMASEP
Scott showed the committee the current course requirement documents that show all the GM Training courses the students must take and the courses the students will earn upon graduation. Cliff suggested that the students have a FERPA form on file at the dealership as well as with the school so the dealer and the instructor could talk about the students success process. Scott said he would look into that.

Private school concerns
Scott made the committee aware of the new partnership with GM and UTI. He indicated that this is not a GMASEP program.

Draft Proposal
Scott presented a draft of a NEW GMASEP model and talked about the challenges that a GMASEP student has with completing the program. He asked that they take a look at it and give their feedback at the next meeting.

Respectfully submitted,

Scott Main
GM Instructor